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Abstract
On the way to accomplishing a supportable chemical and physical processes, Alhagi maurorum a low cost, natural waste
and available material was explored to operate as an adsorbent for removal safranin-O in the industrial effluents. In
addition to enter some of the enhancement such as acidic and thermal activation. The work was achieve in a batch with
same dye concentration, adsorbent dosage, and contact time. Firstly, the removal of dye was very rapid, then step by step
reduced representative diffusion into the inner of the adsorbent particles, increasment of the removal Sfranin-O dye
percentages, taken the following sequences:
Acidic or wet activation 97% > thermal or dry activation 90.4 > orginal or non activation adsrpent 84.6%.

Keywords: Alhagi (Alhagi maurorum; Alhagi persarum; Alhagi Camellorum) or A.pseudoalhagi.), Removal, safranin-O
dye and Thermal enheansement.

Introduction
The researches and publications about industrial wastewater treatments growing attention of more the researchers at the
last few years due to harmful of the materials dissolve in these waters, which are cause risky atmospheric changes. In recent
time's more than ten thousand commercial dyes and more than seventy hindered thousand ton per year produced in the
world to the textile industries[1].
Safranin-O, a cationic dye discharged mostly in textile and pharmaceutical industries (veterinary medicine). Exposure to
these effluents may be irritating to respiratory systems, skin, and digestive tract infections when ingested[2-5].
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These dyes due to have higher stability toward (bio, thermal, and photo degradation, his come from complex structure),
removal these dyes from wastewater is very difficult and not fully[6-8]. Normally to get an effluent of higher quality
appropriate for reuse must be there are effective treatment methods, these methods can be allocated in three classes can
itemized in the table.1[9].
table.1. classes of wastewater treatment[3].
No

C+lass

type

1
2

physical
chemical

3

biological

Adsorption, ion exchange, electro kinetic coagulation, irradiation in oxidizing medium
Fenton reagent, sodium hypochlorite, photochemical oxidizing, zonation, electrochemical
distraction
Adsorption on living or dead biomass, anaerobic treatment with single or mixed cultures of
bacteria, biodegradation by white-rote fungi

The adsorption one of these physical methods is more operate to wastewater treatment due to its effective, and
economical, particularly if the adsorbent is derived from natural sources such as plants wastes, to decreased cost hazardous
problems[10-12].
Alhagi is genus of old world in the family Fabaceae. They are commonl called camel thorns or manna trees[13] there are
three to five species. The genus name comes from the Arabic word for pilgrim[14]
Alhagi species have a main root mor than 15mm long due to their deep root system Alhagi species are drought avoiding
plants the ground water, adapting in the that way perfectly to the hyper-arid environment[15]

Fig.1. Photo of adsorpant plant (Alhagi (Alhagi maurorum; Alhagi persarum; Alhagi Camellorum) or A.pseudoalhagi)
In this present paper will achieve examination of use Alhagi maurorum waste as adsorbent material for adsorption
Safranin-O, at the same time identification the adsorption process by using Fourier Transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
to identifying type of the function groups of adsorbent that are responsible for entrapping the dye molecules. And study
effect of enhance the surface of the adsorbent by thermal treatment and acidic treatment on the adsorption process
comparing with the non-treatment adsorbent material.
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Experimental part
Preparation of Adsorbent
The plant Alhagi maurorum waste were used as adsorbent were collected from middle Mahawell region in the north
Babylon city middle of Iraq country. After collection process the waste was treated with tap water for2-3 hours to
purification the plant waste, this step flowed by washing the martials by distilled water until obtained color less solution.
The pure plant waste was leave to dried process for three days under sun light. the pure and dry waste plant were taken to
grind in pulverized mill, and the powder was dried by the use oven at 50 oC for 24 hours.

Acidic activation
2g from purie and dry Alhagi maurorum waste powder was treated with 50ml 0.1M of hydrochloric acid for 2hours
with starrier, and then powder washed with excess amount of distill water and dried oven dried at 50 oC for 24 hours.
activeation powder was used for adsorption safranin-O from aquouse solution[16].

thermal activation
2g from dry Alhagi maurorum waste wast plant was heated at 100 oC for 4hours, the activation powder was used for
adsorption safranin-O from aquouse solution[16].

Preparation Adsorbate Solution
The Safranin-O dye have Chemical formula= C20H19N4Cl, Formula weight=350.8g.mol-1, and chemical stracture
in show in the fig 2[17]. supplied by BHD Chemicals. The standered solution (100mg/L) of the dye was prepared by
dissolving appropriate amounts (accurate weighed) of dry powdered dye in double distilled water. The experimental
solution was obtained by dilution were made to obtain the working solution at desired concentrations.

Fig. 2: Chemical Structure of Safranin O dye.

Adsorption study
Whited 0.05g from Alhagi maurorum waste powder from both activated (acidic and thermal powder activation) and
non-activated powder (i.e. adsorbent) was put each sample alone into 250ml conical flasks. 100ml of the solution safraninO with 20ppm concentration of Dye was added to the content in each conical flask. The content of each conical flask were
shaken continuously for 100 min and take sample for each 20 min. The particles of the adsorbent were separation by
centrifuged from solution to obtain the clear solution. The final absorption of dye was estimated for each sample
spectrophometrically at the wavelength corresponding to maximum absorbance for safranin-O (λmax=518nm) using a
spectrophotometer (UV/VIS-JENWAY,1600, Jerman). the amount of dye removal was calculated from following equation:
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𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙% = (𝐴° − 𝐴) 𝐴° × 100…
Ao and A is the absorption of concentration of dye before and after adsorption respectively[18].

FTIR spectroscopy
FTIR spectra were obtained using a PerkinElmer Tensor 27 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (Germany). The
spectral region between 4000 and 500 cm-1 was scanned. Specimens prepared as KBr pellets were used. Dried Alhagi
maurorum powder (2 mg) was mixed thoroughly with KBr (300 mg) and then pressed in vacuo to homogeneous disc with a
thickness of about 0.9 mm.

Results and discassion
A washing Alhagi maurorum powder was utilized as adsorbent material after washing and drying processes as the figure 4,
and to increase the adsorption dye molecules, the powder was obey to the washing processes by the water tap, ethyl
alcohol, and by distilled water until the washing solution become colorless.

Fig.3. Alhagi Camellorum, after washing drying, and grinded processes.
This stage was very useful for prevent interaction spectrophotometrically the extract absorbent solution and dye solution at
shaken processes. Initially to sure the washing solution was analyzed spectrophotometrecally at 518nm[19].

Adsorption analyses
The contact time experiments for removal Sfranin-O by employed Alhagi maurorum powder (non, thermal, acidic
activation) were carry out for time 160 minutes to reach the equilibrium time in the each experiment, and optimum
conditions were concentration of dye was 20mg/L, adsorbent dosage 5g/L, PH. 6, room temperature was 23±2.
Originally the findings were recorded in the figure (5).
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Fig.4. Removal of the Sfranin-O by employed Alhagi maurorum powder (enhanced and raw material), concentration of dye
was 20mg/L, adsorbent dosage 5g/L, PH. 6, room temperature was 23±2.

The figure appear the removal sfranine- O dye percentage is increase with progress contact time for each carry out
exterminates, at the same time can observed this incensement was gradual till the time 60 minute, that after this time the
removal percentage was approximately constant.
At the first minutes for contact the adsorbents and dye solution the removal dye percentage was fast increasing that 90% for
acidic activation, 86% for thermal activation, 80% for non-activation release at first ten minutes from the adsorption,
because of amount of available localized active site on the surface of adsorbent. The rate of adsorption was gradually due to
repulsion forces between dye molecules and adsorbed dye molecules, and electrostatic hindrance between of both dye
molecules. The equilibrium time was 60 minute because of maximum amount of dye molecules were saturated the active
sites of adsorbent[20-22].

Activation analyses
The activation experiments for enheance the removal Sfranin-O by employed Alhagi maurorum powder (non, thermal,
acidic activation) were carry out optimum conditions were concentration of dye was 20mg/L, adsorbent dosage 5g/L, PH.
6, room temperature was 23±2, and contact time 70 minute.
At first the obtained results were documented in the figure (6), from the figure (6), observed there are enhance in the
removal dye percentages which obtained from acidic and thermal activation of adsorbents comparing with removal dye
percentages which obtained by used original material (non-active). In general the increasment the removal Sfranin-O dye
percentages, taken the following sequences:
Acidic or wet activation 97% > thermal or dry activation 90.4 > orginal or non activation adsrpent 84.6%.
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Fig.5. Removal of the Sfranin-O percentage by employed Alhagi maurorum powder (enhanced and raw material),
concentration of dye was 20mg/L, adsorbent dosage 5g/L, PH. 6, room temperature was 23±2, and contact time 70 min.
The results show the acidic activation more active compared with the thermal and non-activation because of obtained
structural chemical changes in the raw material like cation exchanges[23], in addition to the favorable because of its more
economical than physical modefication, the degradation of the adsorbents is regulated by the acid concentration,
temperature, impregnation time[24-25].
While the dry or thermal activation, is including release the moister and dry the absorbent, for this reason the surface area
of the adsorbent is increasing[26].

Spectroscopic measurements
The idea for use Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrophotometric (FTIR) was for detecting types of Functional groups that
are organized the structure of raw adsorbent material, and which responsible for entrapping the molecules of dye at same
time. The FTIR spectrum of raw adsorbent material powder in the form of KBr pallet is shown in Figure 4.
Table 2: Infrared spectrum data of Alhagi maurorum powder
No

Frequency cm-1

Assignment

1

3390.86

O-H

Alcohol

2

1641.42

O-H

bending (of H2O)

3

1056.99

C-OH

bending

The band between 3300 and 3400 cm-1 reprecent O–H stretching vibrations of alcohols in the structure of the Alhagi
maurorum powder [27]. The band at the position 1641.42 cm-1 represented the bending vibration of absorbed water
meanwhile fibers of hemicellulose have a strong affinity for water [28]. Usually there are numerous position changes in the
bandes location or peack area when likening tow spectra before and after adsorption. These results agree with numerous
reslutes in the paststudies[29-30].
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Fig. 6. FTIR spectrum of Alhagi maurorum powder before adsorption.
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Fig. 7. FTIR spectrum of Alhagi maurorum powder after adsorption.
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Conclusion
Alhagi maurorum a low cost, natural waste and available material was investigated to operate as an adsorbent for removal
safranin-O in the industrial effluents. Study enhancement such as acidic and thermal activation.
1- Acidic or wet activation 97% > thermal or dry activation 90.4 > orginal or non activation adsrpent 84.6%.
2- Hydroxyl group was represent active site for adsorption dye.
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